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Abstract 

 Conveyors are durable and reliable components used in automated distribution and 

warehousing. In combination with computer-controlled pallet handling equipment, this allows 

for more efficient retail, wholesale, and manufacturing distribution. It is considered a labor-

saving system that allows large volumes to move rapidly through a process, allowing 

companies to ship or receive higher volumes with smaller storage space and with less labor 

expense. The purpose of Conveyor belt in our project is to organize and sort the food into its 

storage place before cooking. We propose a robot system, which cooks meals through an 

available menu connected through network in an iPad. There will be sensors in the robot that 

will control the water level in the pot and another sensor during the cooking. The two ideas of 

having an organizer and an achievable robot achieving meals combined to reduce the time and 

effort of many employees in the restaurant to have a better social environment for both the 

customers and workers. The motivation behind this project is to create meals. Nowadays, 

because of people crammed schedules, people tend to resort to fast food instead of preparing 

healthy meals at home, which leads to the alarming increase of obesity and type 2 diabetes 

rates. Basically, our idea is a cooking robot with a plc stray programmer. The foods will have 

a bar code attached and with this code the process of scanning comes in-hand. After the food 

is scanned, organizing is then done by our programmed code and robot. Our robot will not only 

organize the food but cook it with amazing results through the aim of having the term” healthy” 

in mind.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION  

Todays and because of the busy life, people relay on fast food to keep their stomach 

full, whole the day. fast food is tasty, but it is poor in nutrition values and may lead to health 

problems. Cooking machines may help in controlling your healthy life by creating a 

homemade meal that tastes good. Cooking machines are good because they precise in 

following the recipes’ directions. It is also perfect for the industrial usage. Nowadays prices 

of having many employees working in the company costs a lot and effects the net profit. The 

coking machine dose not reduce the number of employees only it also saves the kitchen space 

and preparing time because the power of the PLC. The machine is provided with conveyer 

belt that helps in arranging the ingredient and storing it individually according to its’ type. 

The evaluation of such machines can be by estimating objectively and quantitatively the 

contribution to the improvement of QOL (quality of life). Note that the benefit of the 

machines here is not merely the performance as assistive equipment, but the advantageous 

effect on the user and the user’s life. 

The following sections contain the problem statement, its solution, the idea 

development. It lists the goals of the cooking machines and PLC organizer, the objectives, 

project SWOT analysis, and team SWOT analysis (Strength, weakness, opportunities, and 

threats). In the conclusion part of this chapter, a short description shows the contents of 

project report.  

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT   

In this project we will focus on two problems. One of them related to the human in 

our culture and the another related to the commercial field. First, the popularity of fast food 

over the past years has been increased with a crazy speed.  At the same time to be obese or 

unhealthy is a big deal nowadays. According to a study in Arab Times, the statics revealed a 

high-level addiction to fast food in Kuwait. According to this study, 53.8 percent of 
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university students eat fast food four times or more during the week, which is a huge number 

[1]. On the other hand, if we have a closer look at fast food or junk food, we can say fast food 

is used to describe food and drinks low in nutrients and high in calories, saturated fat, added 

sugar and or salt and sometimes both. In another word, fast food leads to numerous health 

issues like, high blood pressure, blood sugar, obesity, brain issues and breast cancer [2]. 

Secondly, restaurants’ owners in Kuwait are facing a limitation in manpower. They cannot 

employ foreign workers as much as they wish. That leads to slower production. Even though, 

Since the human workers have a limited ability. They cannot work for a long time without 

being tired, so they need to have a day off. Also, sometimes they forget to add the sauce or 

maybe they add sugar instead of salt accidentally. Human can do mistakes easily, especially 

when they keep thinking about life issues. 

1.2 THE SOLUTION  

Cooking machines are the optimal solution. It can prepare your meals with no effort 

and with the minimum required time. It can cook healthy meals or the regular one. And it is 

perfect for cooking massive quantity of meals for a particular recipe. So, it is the perfect 

choice to cook in restaurants and factories. Specially, machines do not get tiered or demand 

for off day.  

1.3 IDEA DEVELOPMENT  

The cooking machine was one of the ideas that was suggested by our group at the 

beginning of the semester, and all the group members are interested in this project idea. Each 

member of our group has a special skill in different engineering fields, since the group 

consists of two electrical and two computer-engineering students. This combination makes 

the implementation of the project easier and more fun since we are applying what we studied 

from year 1. After reading many articles online and watching videos related to cooking 

machine, waiting to take this idea to the next level in capstone II, was not easy. Especially, 
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when applying a new idea like, combining a PLC organizer and a cooking machine which 

have never done this way before. 

1.4 GOALS  

At the end of capstone course, the team needs to finalize the listed goals: 

1. To promote the population of cooking diverse recipes.    

2. To combine the best advanced technologies in our machine. 

3. To design, manufacture and test the combination of two different projects, plc organizer 

and a machine that cooks. 

4. To prepare a tasty food cooked with water only, without fat or oils. 

1.5 OBJECTIVES  

At the end of capstone course, the team has gained the listed objective:  

1. To design the machine using electrical and mechanical components with the addition of 

computerized features such as writing codes.   

2. To make researches about the required components and to choose the optimal one, which 

suits our project.  

3. To combine the mechanical knowledge with the electrical and computer courses to design 

this project.   

4. To understand how to program and design a screen that displays both features and options 

that the user may choose.  

5. To understand how to write a program that is compatible with Arduino. 
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6. To design a software that connects the created project with your apple device through 

Bluetooth. 

7. Developing application that can monitor the selected meals through network connection.  

8. To design a sensor bar code reader for the Arduino to organize the food.   

1.6 PROJECT AND TEAM SWOT ANALYSIS  

SWOT is an acronym of Strength (S), Weakness (W), Opportunities (O), and Threats 

(T). Internal factor (strength and weakness) and external factors (Opportunities and Threats) 

the advantages and disadvantages of the project will be shown in Table1.1. SWOT analysis of 

the team is in Table1.1. 

Table 1.1 Project SWOT analysis 

Strengths Weaknesses 

1. Less employers so more profit. 

2. Suitable for mass production. 

3. Precise in following the recipe. 

4. User friendly. 

5. lower need for a space to cook and store, 

when a machine is there doing it all. 

6. The ability to control through Bluetooth 

technology. 

1. Lack of information on online databases.  

2. Difficulties in designing and find the 

components since most of them need to be 

manufactured.  

3. Might face a difficulty in implementation 

phase, with failure of some components.  

4. Lack of experience in mechanics and 3D 

modeling. 

Opportunities Threats 

1. Develop the project by using mechanical 

parts in future.  

2. Still a new idea in the market with very 

few similar projects.  

3. Can be used and purchased by many 

companies.  

4. Project can be developed with more 

recipes in the future. 

1. Expensive components parts.  

2. Lack of availability of some of the 

electrical components in the local market. 

3. Prototype functionality might not match 

the concept of the project.  

4. Possibility of electricity breakdown. 
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1.7 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the goals and objectives of our project has been listed. In addition, the 

project and team SWOT analysis for our project has been demonstrated in detail. In the 

coming chapters, our teams will write several topics related to both cooking machine and 

PLC, and how to implement it. In chapter two, literature review will be discussed, and 

previous applications of cooking machines and PLC will be studied to highlight the 

advantages and disadvantages of each implementation. Remark the difference between our 

cooking machine and the others. In chapter three, the design of the cooking machine and PLC 

will be shown with detailed description. In addition, the components will be listed and 

compared with others in the market to choose the best. In chapter four, the implementation of 

the whole project both the software and hardware will be demonstrated. Chapter five will 

contains a survey and the impacts of our project. Finally, chapter six covers a brief summary 

about our project in general and the ideas that can help to improve the project with the future 

plan.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

A literature review is an evaluation of information in a certain topic. The 

review contains a summary, description, evaluation and clarification of the 

literature. It should contain a theoretical part of the research. This chapter 

basically focuses on robotic projects, either completed projects or ongoing 

projects. Each project will be summarized with details about the components and 

the designed implementation. The chapter is divided to two parts: literature 

survey, and the comparison between surveyed projects   

2.1 LITERATURE SURVEY  

This section focuses on similar projects that have implemented 

machines/robotics to help in the kitchen. Each project had a different purpose to 

achieve. Our first step before discussing construction is viewing different ideas 

and concepts about robots and plc constructions. The literature survey section is 

divided into two research categories first about robots and secondly about plc 

programming.  

In this section, the following projects are surveyed: 

1) Dynamic analysis of a dual arm humanoid cooking robot. 

2) Design of ice-storage air conditioning control system based on plc and 

touching screen. 

3) Human behavior recognition for cooking support robot. 

4) The Cooking Moley. 

5) The Gamma Chef. 

6) Culinary skills into a robotic cooking machine. 

7) Metal cylinder arm. 
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8) The pizza robot making. 

9) Service robots in elderly care. 

 

2.1.1 Dynamic analysis of a dual-arm humanoid cooking robot [1] 

 

Figure 2.1: Dual-arm humanoid [1] 

In this project the dual-arm humanoid cooking robot is able to cook meals like a chef 

in ordinary home kitchens. In this project the kinematic analysis is first carried out for the 

6DOF arm of the robot. Coordinate frames are assigned to each link of the arm using the 

Denavit-Hartenberg convention. The equations are then obtained using the Lagrangian 

method by calculating kinetic energy and potential energy. A simulation for a Chinese 

cooking movement is then carried out, joint torques for each joint of the robot's arm during 

this movement are obtained. We would like to implement servo motors in the same way as 

the movement in this dual arm project would be implemented. [1]. 

2.1.2 Design of ice-storage air conditioning control system based on PLC and touching 

screen [2] 
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Through this project the idea of “control design was introduced” was taken by 

analyzing the structure and control requirements of ice-storage air conditioning system. A 

touching screen was applied as the local platforms of supervisory control and data 

acquisition; the software was CX-programmer 7.1 and EV5000 configuration soft and 

respectively. The plc is not only capable of running reliably but with high control. They made 

the touching screen communication with the plc and monitor and control the status of ice 

storage air condition system through a1 multi-point interference protocol [2]. 

2.1.3 Human behavior recognition for cooking support robot [3] 

 

Figure 2.2: Human recognition [3]  

 

There have been many advancements in information technology about making 

appliances within households more human based while having the ability of an application-

based system considering the network and computerized systems that are offered within its 

features. One of the major aspects of getting closer to the ideal robot is having it recognize 

human instincts and movements and reacts based on what has learned, having the learning 

and movement capability of a human being provides much more flexibility towards the 

appliance. These behaviors will be based on the action of the human as the robot is observing 
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it, an example of this would be how our machine will be able to move the food to be able to 

dispense some of the food into the pot as smoothly as an arm would. 

The main objective of this study article was to study the movement capability of a 

cooking robot/machine. The authors introduced the cooking robot and its applications for the 

movement mechanism and how it realizes the movement based on the methods implemented 

that analyzes the geometric movement mechanism. Using this type or protocol helps solve the 

special motion of a chef when cooking that the robot needs to copy. The paper shows how the 

effect of the material movement tracking satisfies the requirements of the wok motion. [3] 

2.1.4 The Cooking Moley [4] 

 

Figure 2.3: The Cooking Moley [4]   

 

 The idea of having a robot cook for you seemed a bit off a few years back, but today it 

is possible. One of the first robotics that fully functioned a robot cooking arm is the Moley 

robot. It was designed to cook as fast as a normal chef cook would, but it only imitates the 

action based on motion capture [4]. Moley Robotics is a robotics company headquartered in 

London, United Kingdom. It was founded by Mark Oleynik in 2015 to create service robots 

for kitchen use. It is best known for creating the first robot kitchen called The Moley Robotic 
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Kitchen (MK1). Moley Robotic Kitchen includes two robotic arms with hands equipped with 

tactile sensors, an oven, an electric stove, a dishwasher and a touchscreen unit as shown 

above in figure 2.3. These hands can pick up and interact with most kitchen equipment, such 

as blenders, whisks, knives and the hob. It captures, with an integrated 3D camera and wired 

glove, the entire work of a human chef and upload it into a database. The chef's actions are 

translated into digital movements using gesture recognition algorithms created in 

collaboration with Stanford University and Carnegie Mellon University professors. Later, 

The Robotic Kitchen reproduces the whole sequence of actions to cook an identical meal 

from scratch. Moley Robotics’ objective in the future is to enable the user to select from a 

library of over 2,000 recorded recipes.[4] 

2.1.5 The Gamma Chef [5] 

 

 

Figure 2.4: The Gamma Chef [5]   

 

The Gamma Chef is a machine that is a designed by engineers that fulfilled the need 

of many co-workers in modern day society. A machine that can cook, heat, and store in 

ingredients that provides a full course meal within a few simple steps. It was set to cook the 
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food with precise heating temperature that made the meal delicious and not burnt, while also 

adding in spices that add flavor to the dish as shown above in figure 2.4.It is known as the 

“One-click cooking with Gamma Chef your next meal is one click away”. Mobile app is used 

to start preparing family meal while you are still at work or taking your kids from school. It 

has many benefits firstly, the size & colors to choose from the size of the robot is amazing 

and there is no need for a new kitchen. The cooking robot will fit perfectly in any kitchen like 

any other appliance anyone already has. Secondly, it cooks fresh food and takes less time. 

Thirdly, it very simple to clean because of its few parts available it doesn’t take long to clean 

and use again. [5] 

2.1.6 Culinary skills into a robotic cooking machine [6] 

 

Figure 2.5: Smart robotic chef [6]  

 

 A modern-day chef was furious with his families constant nagging about his cooking 

abilities and that he doesn’t have the time to cook for them. He decided to develop a machine 

showed in figure 2.5 above that basically did his job. His idea was to make a robot with an 

application consisting of different variety of options that included a variety of meals each 
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with specific toppings and spices. This machine requires a full 3-4 minutes to prepare a full 

meal which might take a person from 10-20 minutes to prepare, cook, and serve it also comes 

with an automatic cleaning system, so not only do you not have to worry about making 

dinner, but you also don’t have to dread doing the dishes, either. It seems to have met with 

positive reviews, at least from folks attending the fair. But like any interesting new product, 

the robot cooker has already catalyzed quite a bit of debate among social media users in 

China. [6] 

2.1.7 Metal cylinder arm [7] 

 

Figure 2.6: Metal Cylinder arm [7]   

 

A metal cylinder is a tool used most often in machinery where its accuracy and 

quality, qualify in the aspects of its use. The metal cylinder is used to develop an arm mostly 

for the elderly that provides a functionality equal to the hands of a middle-aged man. These 

goals or objects are based on 4 core elements: 1- Tasks that the robot can perform, 2-objects 

that can be organized/lifted, 3- spaces in which the robot can be used, and finally 4- the users 

input settings and features. In figure 2.6 we can see a person experimenting with this arm, 
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having it pickup and sort things in different manners on the table using the programmable 

logic controller provided. This can be done through the couple device cameras built within 

the system that later on provides images and uses algorithms to depict what kind of object is 

being held. This later on turns on the arm’s organizing system and starts organizing based on 

the location you want to place it provided that the object is cylindrical in shape. 

This paper represents a cooking robot for the elderly people and those who are disable 

and are forced to use wheelchairs. This robot can automatically load ingredients, cook 

Chinese food, and present the food on the table in a dish. It also has the capability of cleaning 

itself, which is an important aspect in our project, since we need to implement a protocol for 

the robot to clean itself using water pressure with water. The cooking robot is also designed 

to start cooking after a single press of the button but in our case, it would be an application 

that is used on phones or tablets with different options that help the user choose what he or 

she wants.[7] 

2.1.8 The pizza robot making [8] 

 

Figure 2.7: Robot making pizza [8]  

The Zume Pizza company in Mountain View, California which is utilizing pizza-

making robots that help prepare and cook pizzas using ovens inside of delivery trucks, and it 
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mentions business expansion and an effort to provide customers with fresh and crispy pizzas. 

Most pizzas go through quite a journey before arriving at your door, which is why they can 

be lukewarm or even soggy by the time you take your first bite. Zume Pizza in is trying to fix 

the time to prepare and the time it gets to the customer. Its secret weapons: robots, which start 

preparing the pizzas in a central kitchen, and trucks with ovens, which finish cooking them 

while they’re in route. the bot assistance, delivery orders take an average of 20 minutes, and 

the pizzas are fresh and crispy upon arrival, says Zume co-founder and CEO Julia Collins. 

For now, Zume operates only in Mountain View, but it plans to expand through the Bay Area 

in 2018 and to Los Angeles and the rest of the country afterward. Their ultimate goal is to 

become the “Amazon of food delivery”. The use of assistant technology is required by most 

people in this time. Normally a person would do the cooking themselves but in our generation 

many people are lazy or hire other people to do their work for them. Here comes the use of 

the assistant technology, using this type of framework we can help those that are unable to do 

the cooking cook using software’s that are implemented on robots. The robots themselves 

cook while the user just chooses the type of dish as shown in figure 2.7. In this article the 

author talks about the importance of assistant technology and the benefits of it. He also talks 

about what is necessary that has to be presented to produce care from a robot companion. 

2.1.9 Service robots in elderly care at home: Users’ needs and perceptions as a 

basis for concept development [9] 
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Figure 2.8: Service Robot for Elders [9]  

Elderly people encounter difficulties in many activities of daily life, a remotely 

controlled and self-learning service robot has been judged an interesting solution only in 

some circumstances. Monitoring and managing emergency situations, helping with reaching, 

fetching and carrying objects that are to heavy or positioned in unreachable places: these are 

tasks for which robotic support has been widely accepted, while tasks involving direct 

physical contact between the person and the robot are not appreciated instead. Relatives of 

the elderly could act as remote operators; however, family psychological burden and time 

restrictions should be considered too. Solution is to construct a tele-operated robotic system 

may be of help for frail elderly people. In certain cases, this solution may be effective only in 

conjunction with a 24-hour professional Service Centre able to manage tele-operation when 

relatives are not available. This survey adds further tokens of knowledge to previous 

literature studies on this subject; it compares the potential users’ and the professionals’ views; 

it helps identifying potentially successful applications of tele-operated robots in the care of 

elderly people living at homes shown in figure 2.8 [9] 

2.2 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS  

All projects surveyed in section 2.1 are listed in table 2.1 The table is focused on 

comparing all projects in mechanical and electrical parts. In mechanical part, four parameters 
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are highlighted as shown below in table 2.1 waterproof sensor, wireless control, conveyer 

belt, and whether the robot cleans the meals after they are done or not.  

 

Table 2.1 Comparative analysis 

 

2.3 CONCLUSION  

 

     Finally, in this chapter we have surveyed with different projects. Each one of these 

projects has strengths and weaknesses. Some of these surveys were implemented and 

Projects 

surveyed 

Sensor 

waterproof 

Wireless 

control 

Conveye

r belt 

Self- 

cleaning 

dual arm 

humanoid 

cooking robot 

No No No No 

air 

conditioning 

control system 

Yes Yes No No 

Human 

behavior 

recognition for 

cooking 

No No No Yes 

Moley Yes Yes No No 

Gamma Chef Yes Yes No Yes 

Culinary skills 

robotic cooking 

machine 

Yes Yes No No 

Metal cylinder 

arm 
No No No No 

The pizza 

robot making 
No No No No 

Service robots 

in elderly care 
Yes Yes No Yes 

Cooking 

belt/Our 

project 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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the others will help us implement our project. Few projects do not show the specific 

parameters they used but instead of that, they provide the right method of the 

calculation and the implementation. 
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3. Design & Analysis  

Our design of a cooking machine requires various components and diverse materials to build 

up the design. Also, the design has to fit the temperature basis along the components to avoid any 

collateral issues along the process. As for the design and analysis, some are used as references while 

the rest are implemented through the project. 

3.1 Design Alternatives 

Our project has many design alternatives, but the most important one is the motors used in 

our design phase. The motors own many basis and features that must be included such as cycle 

speed, frequency, voltages and not neglect, the differences of the motor as a whole such the servo 

motor. A servomotor is a rotary actuator or linear actuator that allows for precise control of angular 

or linear position and acceleration. It consists of a suitable motor coupled to a sensor for position 

feedback. It also requires a relatively sophisticated controller, often a dedicated module designed 

specifically for use with servomotors. Servomotors are used in applications such as robotics, for 

angular movement and DC motor. These features will later follow the design that is to be 

implemented. Another alternative is adding mechanical parts in our project like a robot arm that 

would pick the finished meal or cuttings food by holding a knife and programmed to stir while 

cooking. Lastly the project could have a moving belt that moves the pot that has already been used 

and puts another pot to cook a better way to save time [8]. 

3.2 System Architecture  

As shown in following photo, our system is consisting of: 

• Arduino Uno 

• Power Supply 

• Bluetooth Device 

• Barcode Scanner 

• Servo Motors 

• Relays 

• LCD 
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Figure 3.1: System Architecture 

 

3.3 Components:  

The components that were used in the project design will be explained and in the 

following with the comparison of other similar gears 

3.3.1 Microcontroller (Arduino): 

Arduino is an open source platform used for building electronics projects which is 

consisted of both a physical programmable circuit board as a microcontroller and a piece of 

software that is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that runs on your computer 

that is used to write and upload computer code to the physical board. The Arduino platform 

has become quite popular with people just starting out with electronics, and for good reason. 

Unlike most previous programmable circuit boards, the Arduino does not need a separate 

piece of hardware in order to load new code onto the board you can simply use a USB cable. 
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As well, the Arduino IDE uses a simplified version of C++, making it easier to learn to 

program. Additionally, Arduino provides a standard form factor that breaks out the functions 

of the micro controller into a more accessible package. It is an open-source electronics 

platform based on easy to use hardware and software. Arduino boards are able to read inputs 

light on a sensor, a finger on a button, or a Twitter message and turn it into an output 

activating a motor, turning on an LED, publishing something online. You can tell your board 

what to do by sending a set of coding instructions to the microcontroller on the board. To do 

so you use the Arduino programming language which is based on Wiring, and the Arduino 

Software based on Processing. 

Advantages of Arduino:  

• The Inexpensive  

Arduino boards are relatively inexpensive compared to other microcontroller 

platforms. The least expensive version of the Arduino module can be assembled by hand, 

and even the pre-assembled Arduino modules cost less than $50. 

• The Cross-platform  

The Arduino Software (IDE) runs on Windows, Macintosh OSX, and Linux operating 

systems. Most microcontroller systems are limited to Windows. The Simple, clear 

programming environment - The Arduino Software (IDE) is easy-to-use for beginners, 

yet flexible enough for advanced users to take advantage of as well. For teachers, it's 

conveniently based on the Processing programming environment, so learning to program 

in that environment will be familiar with how the Arduino IDE works. 

• Open source and extensible software  

The Arduino software is published as open source tools, available for extension by 

experienced programmers. The language can be expanded through C++ libraries, and 

people wanting to understand the technical details can make the leap from Arduino to the 
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AVR C programming language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code 

directly into your Arduino programs if you want to. 

• Open source and extensible hardware: 

The plans of the Arduino boards are published under a Creative Commons license, so 

experienced circuit designers can make their own version of the module, extending it and 

improving it. Even relatively inexperienced users can build the breadboard version of the 

module in order to understand how it works and save money.  

Arduino is an open source platform to operate easy-to-use hardware. It is programmed 

via the Arduino IDE. [10] Additionally, Arduino has a ability to provide extra services via 

Arduino shields which are a prebuilt circuit boards that has the feature of linking to other 

Arduino board by placing the shields upon the compatible board for extra services such as 

internet connection or Wi-Fi connection, motor control and so on. There are diverse types of 

Arduino which are compatible to whatever is being dealt with and they are the following: 

3.3.1.1 Arduino Uno  

It has an inbuilt of 14 digital Input and Output pins, where 6 pins can be used as Pulse 

Width Modulation outputs, 6 analog inputs, reset button, power jack, USB connection and 

more. In our project we used the Arduino Uno because it is most fit to our design and its 

features compile well with our application and it has a low cost but more effecient. 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Arduino Uno 
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3.3.1.2  LilyPad Arduino 

This Arduino is enhanced with Leah Buechley technology and developed by Leah 

Sparkfun. LilyPad is designed with large connecting pads and a flat back to allow them to be 

sewn into clothing with thread which is wash proof. Additionally, LilyPad has its own input, 

output, power, and sensor boards that are for e-textiles. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: LilyPad Arduino 

 

3.3.1.3 RedBoard 

Also, another Sparkfun based technology of a built Arduino which is built to hold all 

the features of a Arduino was made specially at Sparkfun and titled by ‘Red Board’ which is 

simple and compatible as a whole as being programmed over a USB Mini-B cable using the 

Arduino IDE.  , Window 8 compatibility, stability due to the USB/FTDI chip and the 

regulator can maintain a 7 to 15 VDC. 

 

Figure 3.4: RedBoard Arduino 
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3.3.1.4 Arduino Mega  

The Arduino Mega is by its name, bigger in size and more to the usual features. It includes 

digital Inputs and Outputs pins which 14 pins can be used as Power Width Modulation, 6 

analog inputs, reset button, power jack, USB connection and a reset button. 

 

 
Figure 3.5: Arduino Mega 

 

 

3.3.1.5 Arduino Leonardo 

Leonardo Arduino is the first to be compatible to USB controllers such as mouse, 

keyboards and direct code libraries management. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.6: Arduino Leonardo 
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3.3.2 Motors 

An electric motor is an electrical machine that converts electrical energy into 

mechanical energy. Most electric motors operate through the interaction between the motor’s 

magnetic field and winding currents to generate force in the form of rotation. Electric motors 

can be powered by direct current (DC) sources, such as from batteries, motor vehicles or 

rectifiers, or by alternating current (AC) sources, such as a power grid, inverters or electrical 

generators. An electric generator is mechanically identical to an electric motor, but operates 

in the reverse direction, accepting mechanical energy and converting this mechanical energy 

into electrical energy. Electric motors may be classified by considerations such as power 

source type, internal construction, application and type of motion output. In addition to AC 

versus DC types, motors may be brushed or brushless, may be of various phase (single-phase, 

two-phase, or three-phase), and may be either air cooled or liquid cooled. General purpose 

motors with standard dimensions and characteristics provide convenient mechanical power 

for industrial use. Electric motors are found in industrial fans, blowers and pumps, machine 

tools, household appliances, power tools and disk drives. Small motors may be found in 

electric watches. 

Electric motors produce linear or rotary force (torque) and can be distinguished from 

devices such as magnetic solenoids and loudspeakers that convert electricity into motion but 

do not generate usable mechanical force, which are respectively referred to as actuators and 

transducers 

There are two types of motors which are: 

3.3.2.1 Ac motor  

An AC motor is an electric motor driven by an alternating current (AC). The AC 

motor commonly consists of two basic parts, an outside stator having coils supplied with 

alternating current to produce a rotating magnetic field, and an inside rotor attached to the 
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output shaft producing a second rotating magnetic field. The rotor magnetic field may be 

produced by permanent magnets, reluctance saliency, or DC or AC electrical windings. Less 

common, AC linear motors operate on similar principles as rotating motors but have their 

stationary and moving parts arranged in a straight-line configuration, producing linear motion 

instead of rotation. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: AC Motor 

 

 

 

3.3.2.2 Dc motor 

  A DC motor is any of a class of rotary electrical machines that converts direct current 

electrical energy into mechanical energy. The most common types rely on the forces 

produced by magnetic fields. Nearly all types of DC motors have some internal mechanism, 

either electromechanical or electronic, to periodically change the direction of current flow in 

part of the motor. DC motors were the first type widely used, since they could be powered 

from existing direct-current lighting power distribution systems. A DC motor's speed can be 

controlled over a wide range, using either a variable supply voltage or by changing the 

strength of current in its field windings. Small DC motors are used in tools, toys, and 

appliances. The universal motor can operate on direct current but is a lightweight brushed 

motor used for portable power tools and appliances. Larger DC motors are used in propulsion 
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of electric vehicles, elevator and hoists, or in drives for steel rolling mills. The advent of 

power electronics has made replacement of DC motors with AC motors possible in many 

applications. 

 

Figure 3.8: DC Motor 

 

Table 3.1 DC vs AC motors [11] 

Motor AC DC 

Frequency Slow response to change in 

load 

Quick response to change in 

load 

Maintenance Requires less maintenance 

because there are no brushes 

and commutation process 

Requires high maintenance 

and frequently 

Speed High speed and variable torque Variable speed and high 

torque 

Safety Less efficient, used in large 

industries 

More efficient, used in 

domestic applications 

 

The use of DC motors has a purpose, in our case it is used for our application which is 

controlled by an external source rather than an internal one. While the AC motor is based on 

power efficiency which in our case is not an issue. Although most DC motors are expensive 

and require a huge amount of time and money to replace/repair it fits the requirements much 

better than the AC motor. In our project the idea of going with dc motor is excellent because 

they can reach a high rotational speed that is dependent on the input voltage and we also 
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consume its usage by placing load on one side of the DC motor to work as vibration 

motor.[10] 

 

 
Figure 3.9: Dc motor with load (vibration) 

 

 

3.3.3 Servo motor  

Servomotor is a rotary actuator or linear actuator that allows for specific control of 

angular or linear position, velocity and acceleration. It consists of a suitable motor coupled to 

a sensor. It also requires a relatively sophisticated controller, often a dedicated module 

designed specifically for use with servomotors. We used 1 continue servo motor and 1 high 

torque servo motor for the Conveyer belt and used 2 servo motor for each container of rice 

and beans and 1 servo motor for the noodles container. 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Servo motor 
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3.3.4 Barcode reader  

A barcode reader is an electronic device that can read and output printed barcodes to a 

computer. it consists of a light source, a lens and a light sensor translating optical impulses 

into electrical ones. A barcode scan is fast and reliable and takes infinitely less time than 

entering data by hand. Using a barcode system reduces employee training time. Inventory 

control improves. Because barcodes make it possible to track inventory so precisely, 

inventory levels can be reduced. This translates into a lower overheard. The location of 

equipment can also be tracked, reducing the time spent searching for it, and the money spent 

replacing equipment that is presumed lost.[14] 

 

3.3.4.1 Pen-type readers 

Pen-type readers consist of a light source and photodiode that are next to each other in 

the tip of a pen which to perfume the reading, uniform movement is required to read what is 

provided. The procedure is that the photodiode measures the intensity of the light reflected 

back from the light source as the tip crosses each bar and space in the printed code. The 

photodiode generates a waveform that is used to measure the widths of the bars and spaces in 

the bar code. Dark bars in the bar code absorb light and white spaces reflect light so that the 

voltage waveform generated by the photodiode is a representation of the bar and space 

pattern in the bar code. This waveform is decoded by the scanner in a manner similar to the 

way Morse code dots and dashes are decoded. 
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Figure 3.11: Pen reader 

 

3.3.4.2 Laser scanner 

Laser scanners work by using a laser beam as the light source and typically employ 

either a reciprocating mirror or a rotating prism to scan the laser beam back and forth across 

the bar code. As with the pen type reader, a photo-diode is used to measure the intensity of 

the light reflected back from the bar code. In both pen readers and laser scanners, the light 

emitted by the reader is rapidly varied in brightness with a data pattern and the photodiode 

receive circuitry is designed to detect only signals with the same modulated pattern. 

 
Figure 3.12: Laser scanner 

 

3.3.4.3 Camera-based readers 

A 2D imaging scanners are a newer type of bar code reader. They use a camera and 

image processing techniques to decode the bar code. In our project we used the camera-based 

readers because it is the smallest one and fits well to our design. 
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Figure 3.13: Camera-based scanner 

 

3.3.6 Water pump 

Water pump is widely use to help delivering water from down to up. The pump is 

powered by an electric motor that drives an impeller that moves water which is called drive 

water and the pump has the function to slow down the water and increase the pressure. 

 
Figure 3.14: Water pump 

 

3.3.7 Relay  

A relay is an electrically operated switch which uses an electromagnet to 

mechanically operate a switch to control a circuit by a separate low power signal or singular 

signal control which also there are several types of relays such as: 

3.3.7.1 Electromagnetic Relays 

These relays that are constructed with electrical, mechanical and magnetic 

components, and have operating coil and mechanical contacts. Therefore, when the coil gets 

activated by a supply system, these mechanical contacts gets opened or closed which can be 
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supplied by AC or DC. In our project we used Electromagnetic Relay because it has magnetic 

power that work as switch to connect two high voltages wires. 

 
Figure 3.15: Electromagnetic relay 

 

 

 

3.3.7.2 Solid State Relays 

Solid State uses solid state components to perform the switching operation without 

moving any parts. the control energy required is much lower compared with the output power 

to be controlled by this relay that results the power gain higher when compared to the 

electromagnetic relays.  

 

Figure 3.16: Solid State Relays 

 

3.3.7.3 Hybrid Relay 
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These relays are composed of electromagnetic relays and electronic components. 

Usually, the input part contains the electronic circuitry that performs rectification and the 

other control functions, and the output part include electromagnetic relay. 

 

Figure 3.17: Hybrid Relay 

3.3.7.4 Thermal Relay 

These relays are based on the effects of heat, which are mainly used for object 

protection via temperature sensors as well as control elements. 

 

 
Figure 3.18: Thermal Relay 

 

3.3.7.5 Reed Relay 

This reed acts as both an armature and a contact blade.  The magnetic field applied to 

the coil is wrapped around this tube that makes these reeds move so that switching operation 

is performed due to the magnetic strips. 
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Figure 3.19: Reed Relay 

 

3.3.8 Unipolar and bipolar power supply  

Unipolar power supplies have 2 output terminals positive and negative. The positive 

terminal is considered as the point of high voltage (approximate to +5V) and the negative 

terminal is considered to be at ground voltage(0V). Current in the circuit flows from positive 

terminal to the negative terminal. Bipolar power supplies have 3 output terminals positive, 

ground and negative. The positive terminal is considered to be at a highest voltage 

(approximate +5V). Ground terminal to be at 0V and the negative terminal is considered to be 

at a voltage lower than the ground voltage i.e. a negative voltage (approximate –5V). In this 

case the positive terminal continuously pulls electrons from the external circuit while the 

negative terminal acts as a rich source of electrons and continuously supplies electrons to the 

circuit. Thus, a bipolar power supply or a dual power supply can be imagined as 2 batteries 

connected in series. Now the positive of 1st battery will be the positive terminal, negative of 

the 2nd battery will be the negative terminal and the junction of both will be considered as 

ground terminal. 

3.3.8.1 External Power Supply 

A power supply is an electrical device that supplies electric power to an electrical 

load. The primary function of a power supply is to convert electric current from a source to 

the correct voltage, current, and frequency to power the load. As a result, power supplies are 

sometimes referred to as electric power converters. Some power supplies are separate 
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standalone pieces of equipment, while others are built into the load appliances that they 

power. 

A high voltage power supply is a complex power conversion circuit that converts a 

lower voltage potential to a higher voltage potential. The term “high voltage” is relative not 

quantitative, but once voltages are above 62Vdc the possibility for bodily harm are present so 

appropriate safety measures must be used. Typical output voltages for Spellman’s high 

voltage power supplies are 1kV to 360kV but ranges of 62V to 500kV are provided. High 

voltage power supplies can operate from DC or AC input voltages. DC input voltages are 

economical to use in low power applications (1 watt: 125 watts). Typical DC input voltage 

are +12Vdc and +24Vdc. AC input high voltage power supplies can operate off a variety of 

input voltages ranging from 100Vac to 480Vac, single phase or three phases depending upon 

design. Power factor corrected/universal input high voltage power supplies can operate off 90 

to 264Vac with no user intervention required [15]. 

 

 

Figure 3.20: high-voltage and bipolar power 

 

3.3.9 Bluetooth module  

It’s a short-range wireless communication technology that uses radio waves to 

transmit information and mostly, it is used to communicate between fixed and mobile 

devices. In our case our machine is the fix devise while the apple devices are the mobile 

device. Setting instructions are done through an application downloaded on your mobile.  
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Figure 3.21: Bluetooth module 

 

3.3.10 Voltage regulator  

Voltage regulator is important to regulate the level of the voltage. It is used to 

decrease the volt that is coming from the power supply. Even if the input voltage changed, 

the output voltage will remain the same. This is essential to protect the components from 

damage. 

 
Figure 3.22: voltage regulator 

 

3.3.11 LCD  

 

The monitor represents as single screen available on the system. The monitor is a 

physical virtual display device that is attached to the robot. Moreover, in our project, the use 

of monitor will be for the aim of creating a clear visual environment from the robot to the 

autistic child to get his attention for educational and communicational standards. In our 

project we are using 16×2-Character LCD Display. An LCD is an electronic display module 

which uses liquid crystal to produce a visible image. As it shows in figure 3.9, the 16x2 LCD 

display is a very basic module and is very commonly used in various devices and circuits. 

The reasons being LCDs are economical, easily programmable and have no limitation of 

displaying special and even custom characters, unlike in seven segments, animations and so 

on. The 16x2 LCD means it can display 16 characters per line and there are 2 such lines. In 

this LCD each character is displayed in the 5x7 pixel matrix. This LCD has two registers 
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called Command and Data. The command register stores the command instructions given to 

the LCD. A command is an instruction given to LCD to do a predefined task like initializing 

it, clearing its screen, setting the cursor position, controlling display etc. The data register 

stores the data to be displayed on the LCD. The data is the ASCII value of the character to be 

displayed on the LCD 

 

 
Figure 3.23: LCD 

 

3.4 Budget   

  In this section, the components that were purchased for cooking machine is listed in 

Table 3.2 with the quantity and the price. 

 

Table 3.2: budget list  

Item Quantity Price (KD/per item) 

Power supply 1 8 

Barcode reader 1 35 

Dc motor(vibration) 2 10 

Water pump 2 8 

Servo motor 5 7 

Continuous servo motor 1 7 

High torque servo motor 1 15 

LCD (16*2) 1 4 

Voltage regulator 1 5 

Arduino Uno 1 20 

Arduino shield 1 25 

Relay 4 16 

Bluetooth module 1 4 
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3.5 conclusion  

This chapter represents the design Alternatives and architecture. It shows the 

comparison between selected components for the project and other components such as the 

different types of water temperature sensors, barcode readers, and the power supply used in 

the design of the project. It also talks about the Arduino Uno and how important it is to the 

projects and its advantages over other types of microcontrollers. It also provides the budget 

and the table of costs and quantities for all items used in the project not including the other 

types that were not used. 
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4. Implementation  

This chapter provides the design and implementation of our project and the required 

electronical and mechanical components. In this stage we created a 3D primary design that 

demonstrates the connections and the components that we used to build our project.  

4.1 Hardware implementation  

4.1.1 First design  

In figure 4.1 it shows the seven components which are the water pump, Arduino Uno, 

temperature sensor, bar code reader, servo motor, Ir sensor and proximity sensor.  Each of 

these parts has its uses and benefits. The water pump is used in the cleaning section of the 

project. The Arduino Uno is used to control the machine and send commands based on what 

the user inputs on his device. The bar code reader is used to notify the machine which food is 

being supplied. 

 

Figure 4.1: components bought and tested. 
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Figure 4.2: first design  

4.1.2 Final Design  

According to the problems that we faced during the implementation we changed our 

design. The first problem we faced was the design of the cooking machine. We had to design 

an outer layer that would be able to fit a cooking pot, barcode reader, LCD screen, Bluetooth 

module, and many other components. So, we went with a design that was big enough to able 

to fit all of these components while also making it user friendly in a fashionable sense. 

Another basic flaw was the closing and opening of the gates. We needed to provide a 

mechanism that had enough power and force to open and close that gates with the found 

being too heavy for it. This also included small rice pieces being stuck within the container in 

between the gates. This is why we placed a clog mechanism that provided all of the solutions 

for the flaws mentioned. One of the most basic and hard problems we faced were the bits and 

pieces of rice and beans being stuck when the food was being loaded into the pot. We had to 

find a way of making the sliding a lot simpler without affecting the way the design took 

place. So, we added a vibration motor ring that vibrated the whole machine and made the 

beans and rice slide easily without affecting the process. 
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Figure 4.3: Components of the final design 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Final design  

 

4.1.2.1 Conveyer belt 

We created another 3d representation of the cooking machine project. In this design 

we made sure that the conveyer belt was rotating in a 360° using a continuous servo. The 

conveyer built was built to deliver the ingredients in the perfect manner. For example, it was 
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built with small edges on it to prevent the rice and beans from falling out or sliding off. It was 

also designed with rubber wheels to avoid friction that can happen by moving the conveyer 

belt between the container gates. 

 

Figure 4.5: conveyer belt  

4.1.2.2 Conveyer belt support system 

The first three pictures demonstrate the support system of the conveyer built with a 

servo attached to it. The servo is used to rotate the conveyer belt to the proper location of the 

container to feed it with the food being supplied. In order to attach the servo to the conveyer 

belt we need to design a small part. 

 

Figure 4.6: conveyer belt and servo attachment part  

 

Figure 4.7: conveyer belt stand  
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4.1.2.3 Food Containers 

The last seven pictures are for the containers and how the system is supposed to get 

the food inside the pot. There were 3 containers, and each is categorized based on a certain 

ingredient. The first and second container contained the rice and beans, which was added 

with a gate system that would open and close based on the amount of rice or beans required 

using a specific gate system that involves timing as a measuring unit, that has a star shaped 

clog that would rotate opening and closing the gate to prevent the rice from leaking out. We 

also added a vibration motor so that any stuck leftovers of the food would fall down into the 

pot. The last container was for the noodles (indoomi), which was a basic reason of why we 

made it a square shape, and it had a plate with a square cut inside it. This plate would rotate 

only when needed to let the noodles fall in a square type fashion and to prevent the next one 

from falling with it. The last container also had a small part that made the noodles fall in a 

horizontal way rather than vertical which was how it was placed on the conveyer belt.  

 

Figure4.8: noodles(indoomi) container with sliding cylinder  

 

 

Figure 4.9: container for the rice and beans and gate opener and closer part(colored)  
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4.1.2.4 Servo motor testing 

Servo motors are great devices that can turn to a specified position. Usually, they have 

a servo arm that can turn 180°. Using the Arduino, we can tell a servo to go to a specified 

position and it will go there. Servo motors that we decided to use in our project is as shown 

below in the figure 4.10. Servo motor was first used in the Remote Control (RC) world, 

usually to control the steering of RC cars or the flaps on a RC plane. With time, they found 

their uses in robotics, automation, and of course the Arduino world. how to connect a servo 

motor and then how to turn it to different positions. We connected the servo to the Arduino 

device. We needed the following things an Arduino board connected to a computer via USB, 

servo motor and Jumper wires. 

 

 

Figure 4.10: servo motor  
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Figure 4.11: code for testing servo motor  

 

4.1.5 Water Pump Testing 

 In order for us to work with a water pump with a 12v source we needed to figure out a 

way to implement it via Arduino Uno. We have the +V from the power source going into the 

red wire on our pump to be connected to the black wire and from the black wire to the ground 

on the power source. In order for us to put in the relay we needed to disconnect the circuit 

somewhere, doesn’t matter where as long as each end of the wire from the disconnected 

source to one of the terminals on the relay, the COM should be connected to one of them 

while the other wire depends on if we want the pump to operate normally either open or 

closed. On the other side of the relay board is where the control wire from the Arduino is 

placed. Finally, we connected the +5V and the ground onto the board to the +5V and ground 

on the Arduino to the relay pin. This pin will trigger the relay to flip. The figure below shows 

the driving of a light circuit, but the principle is the same as that of a motor. The only 
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addition is the addition of a diode to protect the circuit from the motor crashing. In the circuit 

sketch diagram below it shows the water pump we bought and tested. [16]. 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Sketch diagram of the Circuit [16]  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

Figure 4.13: water pump  
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4.2 Software implementation   

4.2.1 Arduino Software IDE: 

Software is a group of instructions that help the user to communicate with the 

computer. And without software the computers are unusable. In our machine, to connect 

between the hardware and software we used Arduino Uno and to program it we used Arduino 

IDE. Arduino is widely used because of its simplicity and flexibility. It can be used for both 

beginners and advanced user. Other than simplicity there are many facilities bring the 

Arduino to the top of the mountain. For example, it can be installed on most of the operating 

systems. Also, it is free and easy to be installed.    

 

 
Figure 4.14: Arduino IDE 

 

 

4.2.2 Flow Chart:  
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Figure 4.15: Flow chart for the code 
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Figure 4.16: Flow chart inside the valid barcode  

 

 

Figure 4.17: Flow chart inside the cleaning put 
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4.2.3 Application 

We create a mobile application to make interacting with our cooking machine much 

easier.  To build our application we used React Native. We can create the application through 

using JavaScript. Our app is simple and user friendly. Basically, it consists of only one 

interface. This interface holds all the options that user needs to choose.   

 

 
Figure 4.12: React native 

 

On the top corner, user can choose between connect and disconnect to the machine. 

Then the action should be provided whither to load the ingredient or to cook. For cooking, 

user can choose to mix more than one ingredient then press Cook Now button. 

 

 

Figure 4.13: Our application interface 
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5. Evaluation  

In this chapter, we focus on our projects process and implementation effects from 

different aspects. Each project has effects on our life in different aspect some of them have 

positive impacts and other have negative impacts. Mainly, the project evaluation is examined 

based on different impacts. The impacts of the environmental, economic, ethical and social 

for our machine are evaluated. It contains a survey, which helps to improve the project. 

5.1 Environmental Impact 

 Environment assessment is the assessment of the environmental consequences the 

positive of a plan, policy and the actual projects prior to the decision to move forward with 

the proposed action. The machine provides a strong resource for generating clean and 

sustainable work without producing any toxic pollution in any form that could harm the 

environment. Thus, our machine helps environment because it does not depend on the fuel.  

Moreover, the machine is environmentally friendly because it uses the electrical cable to start 

the work, like any kind of electrical machine. Example of an electric machine would be a 

toaster and how the toaster wouldn’t affect the environment similarly our machine would 

benefit the environment by less fuel.  

5.2 Economic Impact 

Economic impact usually measures changes in business revenue, business profits, 

personal wages and jobs. Our machine has increased flexibility with being capable of 

performing a variety of tasks and applications. They are more precise and consistent than 

human workers. That’s why our machine also allow for increased production and profit 

margin because they can complete tasks faster and sufficient. This has helped companies to 

save time and money by having a machine to deal with the repetitive tasks and a few 

employees needed to be paid monthly.   
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5.3 Ethical Impact 

Ethical impact concerns ethical problems that occur with machines, such as whether 

machine pose a threat to humans in the long or short run. Each project must be designed to 

follow the safety regulation. Our machine is designed to pour the hot water into the pot when 

the meal is selected. This is extremely safe because no injuries or burns could happen to 

employers as the machine deals with such things. During the process of pouring the hot water 

we also included sensors for the water to stop at a certain level and no leakage of hot water 

happens in the process. For the employees this machine is supper safe and maintained.  

5.4 Social Impact 

Social impact deals with the effect of an activity on the social fabric of the community 

and well-being of the individuals and families. Machine is capable of do borings tasks 24/7, 

and without making mistakes. It benefits the society with less employers doing uncreative job 

like pick and put tasks that hardly benefit the employees end of the month with a good paid 

salary. In addition, the machine is designed with sensors, so no accidents happen in the 

kitchen. The restaurants that decide to have such a robot in their kitchen will provide their 

society with faster time to serve the meals where everything is done in one machine.  

5.5 Survey 

The survey includes ten questions and sampled of a hundred people. We chose those 

questions to help us observe people vision of our machine and improve different aspects in 

our project we haven’t considered.   
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1.How often you eat from outside home? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Result of the first question 

  

 

2. Do you trust the level of hygiene and the food quality in restaurants? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

  Figure 5.2: Result of the two question 
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3. Are you able to cook your lunch most of the time ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Result of the third question 

 

4.Mostly, how long you spend in cooking your food? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Result of the fourth question 
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5.Do you waste the ingredients that you bought because you don’t have time to cook it? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Result of the fifth question 

 

6.When you are in rush do you tend to eat unhealthy snacks or junk foods? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    Figure 5.6: Result of the sixth question 
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7.How much you spend monthly on restaurants or meal subscriptions? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Result of the seventh question 

 

8.Do you prefer cooking or having your food cooked for you? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Result of the eighth question 
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9.Do you believe owning cooking machine will save your pocket money? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure5.9: Results of the ninth question 

 

10.Do you prefer to own a cooking machine that prepares healthy and diverse meals with a 

reasonable price? and how much you are willing to pay? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure5.10: Results of the tenth question 
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The first question was about how many times they eat from outside home by visiting 

restaurants or using home delivery services. The result was most of them order once a week. 

The second question was about trusting the level of hygiene and the quality of serving food 

the results showed people are not sure about trusting the restaurants. Specially nowadays,  

a lot of restaurants are closed because they are selling meet improper for human, expired 

ingredients even unclean cooking environment. The third question was about the ability in 

cooking the lunch. And we asked about this meal particularly because we know that most 

people are not home before 2 p.m. spending most of the day at their work or studying in their 

schools but the answers were shocking. The majority can cook their lunch. The fourth 

question was about the frequently allocated time for cooking, the majority voted for one hour 

or more. And sometimes preparing the ingredients takes longer time. Like unfreezing the 

meet, cleaning and drying vegetable or brewing the dough and many more. The fifth question 

was about if they cook the ingredients they bought before it expired. And the results showed 

as expected the majority tend to spoil that ingredients simply because they do not cook. Also, 

the sixth question shows most people tend to eat junk food or unhealthy snacks when they are 

in rush. In these days people always in hurry so they tend to eat foods which prepared 

previously or unhealthy snacks just to kill the hunger call. Junk food or previously prepared 

food in general are full of preservatives which may harm the human body in long term. In 

additional, unhealthy snacks like chocolate bars, cakes, potato chips and cream biscuits are 

full of carbs and sugar. The seventh question was about the money spent on restaurants.  

The results showed the majority spend around 50 KWD monthly. The eighth question 

reveals, most people prefer to prepare their food by themselves. The ninth question shows the 

majority believe, owning a cooking machine will save their pocket money. Last question was 

about their opinion in buying a cooking machine. The results show most of them will be 

happy that they could own such cooking machine with small price in 250 KWD range. 
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5.6 Conclusion 

If manufacturers are looking to reduce labor cost, improve production rate and 

minimize floor space requirements, they should consider robotic automation. To conclude the 

chapter, the impacts on environment, economy, ethical and social have been discussed. A 

sample of 100 people from Kuwait has been taken to analysis our project and to know their 

opinion on the machine that can help them and the environment.  
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6. Conclusion 

  This chapter talks about the main characteristics of the project and the progress of it. 

The progress of the project contains both capstone I and capstone II works. In addition, the 

plans of the future work are mentioned.  

6.1 Project idea 

We decide to build a cooking machine for our capstone project. Our project is a desk 

size robot the machine that uses water to cook. The size of the machine was decided to be 

medium because we would love that our machine is sufficient and efficient to any kind of 

restaurant those that have large space and those that don’t. The project tested based on 

environmental, economic, ethical and social effect. It has a network connection menu 

connected between the iPad and the cooking machine.  Furthermore, the design of the project 

with the components is mentioned in previous chapters with the implementations.  

6.2 Project progress 

6.2.1 Capstone I Course 

In capstone I the course goes beyond only the collection of information. Instead, we 

demonstrated the skills learned in our undergraduate studies to solve a problem based upon 

certain assumptions related to our topic. which means we will conduct our own field research 

and collect primary source data to create a scholarly, academic project that supports an 

argumentative thesis statement or major question with new work and ideas. We have a great 

deal of latitude over the direction and development of our project. Our mentor will serve as a 

facilitator, who will direct us toward our goal. At the end of the day, our project will allow us 

to follow our passion and create something that will add to the body of knowledge in our 

chosen field. All while exploring and applying our knowledge to something new. 

In capstone I, we did literal survey regarding similar ideas of our project to increases our 

knowledge about cooking machine and PLC. In addition, the system architecture was 
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designed and discussed in the previous chapters. In this semester, we purchased the different 

components that the machine needs such as aluminum, temperature sensors, Arduino, 

barcode reader, servo motor, water pump, high current relay, electric heater, dc motor and 

servo controller shield. The combination of computer and electric field the team is working 

hard on the mechanical part to be ready to construct in the next stage. Furthermore, the 

survey was done to help us in our plan for our project.  

6.2.2 Capstone II Course 

In capstone II we had many difficulties and obstacles to overcome. First, we had the 

issue of one of the motors, specifically the one for the conveyer belt, being unable to 

correctly traverse between positions since the weight had a huge effect on its working 

function thus, we changed it to a more stable one. Secondly, we had the issue of wires 

covering the outside layer of the project and had to come up with a solution of hiding these 

wires in a more fashionable sense. Thirdly, the design of the project was a bit underestimated, 

so we had to change that as well, we changed the color of the machine and added a few doors 

to shield the wires and the machine from outside sources. Last but not least we had the issue 

of coding where the conveyer belt was set on a specific time to run rather than the amount 

applied to it, this also happened with the gates where we wanted a specific range of the 

amount of food we needed so we ended up adding the time function for it as well. Capstone II 

was a bit more fun with the testing and implementing of the codes and project designs we had 

in mind. At first, we had a very broad idea of what we were going to do in capstone I but in 

capstone II we pushed further into specific details that needed to be handled and how it was 

going to be handled such as having an app based on the projects functions and ideas. This 

was also implemented onto an LCD to explain to the user what is happening at the present 

time and what the machine is doing. 
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6.3 Future Work 

 Many more ideas could be added to our capstone project that can make our machine 

more professional. In the future, with more time available we would like to enhance by 

building many mechanical parts into our machine. The further plan would be to increase the 

menu to please many customers. Our menu in the future could add sushi and different type of 

vegetables. We may even expand the idea of having the machine cook and clean the pot by 

adding two pots one that cooks while the other is being washed ready for next customer to 

make the time less. Time and food aren’t the only thing we want to target in the future, we 

want to work on technology in our machine it doesn’t have network connection, but we 

would like for it to be connected not only for menu food selection but rather for ingredients 

missing and other aspects that would surely benefit restaurants. In addition, we would love to 

add robotic arms that would cut and grill the meat or chicken. In the future, we will work on 

adding these components and mechanical parts into our project.   

6.4 Team Time Schedule 

Our team leader Yousef planned the times for our team meetings. When planning for 

a productive meeting our leader kept establishing the following the who, what, why, where 

and how questions more commonly associated with every meeting. There were 6 steps our 

leader followed for an effective meeting. Below show the 6 steps:  

• Why? Determine the purpose of the meeting 

• What? Specify the result of the meeting  

• Who? Determine who needs to be there 

• What? Specify what information needs to be presented 

• When/Where? Specify schedule of the meeting, such as the date, time, duration and 

location 

• Who/How? Notify all attendees in advance by email, text, alerts, etc.  
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Our team kept the two days weekly meeting throughout the course and by following this we 

achieved the best performance of having our report done on time and components tested. 

Below shows the following time table in which all our class times were taken in the semester 

and through that we came up to find the suitable time to meet which was Tuesday at 1 and 

Thursday at 3:30. 

Table 6.1: time schedule 

Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  

11- 12:15 8-10:50 11-12:15 12-12:50 

2- 4:20 12-12:50 (off) 2-3:15 

8-8:50              (off) 9:30-10:45 5-8 

9:30-10:45 (off) 12:30-1:45 (off) 

12:30-1:45               (off) (off) 10-11 

8- 9:15 10-11 8-9:15 2-3:15 

11-12:15 ……… 11-12:15 5-8 

    

6.5 Final Comment 

 All team members enjoyed working on this project. We faced many difficulties, 

starting with choosing the components and searching for the right academic journal that 

would benefit us, as not many sources online were available. The lack of mechanical 

knowledge was a big problem especially because we needed to know how to deal with 

motors and connect two components to work together. The process wasn’t easy, but result 

was amazing. This project has tremendous effect in each member in the team it effected our 

personalities and strengthened our confident and nothing is impossible if we really put our 

heads into the work everything needed to accomplish our project was knowledge and the 

skill. 
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Code 

 

/* 

   Rysh machine 

   1. SelectFood Item using barcode, and move servo - Done 

   2. Dispense items to pot 

   $CBCRN# 

   $CBL# 

*/ 

#include <Servo.h> 

#include <Wire.h> 

#include "LiquidCrystal_I2C.h" 

/*    Parameters to adjust   */ 

int angle_rice = 140; //10 degrees forrice 

int angle_noodle = 100; 

int angle_beans = 57; 

int conveyorSpeed = 150; 

int riceDispenseAngle1Open = 180; 

int riceDispenseAngle1Close = 0; 

int riceDispenseAngle2Open = 180; 

int riceDispenseAngle2Close = 0; 

int beanDispenseAngle1Open = 120; //180; 

int beanDispenseAngle1Close = 0; //90; 

int beanDispenseAngle2Open = 180; 

int beanDispenseAngle2Close = 80; 

int noodleDispenseAngleOpen = 180; 
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int noodleDispenseAngleClose = 15; 

 

/*    Pinouts   */ 

int clockPin = 2; // Clock is only output. 

int dataPin = 3; // The data pin is bi-directional 

int ledPin = 13;  // When a SCAN_ENTER scancode is received the LED blink 

int despenseServoPin = 4; 

int riceServoPin1 = 5; 

int riceServoPin2 = 6; 

int beansServoPin1 = 7; 

int beansServoPin2 = 8; 

int noodleServoPin = 9; 

int coockerRelayPin = 10; 

int waterInletPin = 11; 

int waterOutletPin = 12; 

int conveyorServoPin = 13; 

int vibrationMotorPin = A1; 

/*    Bar Code Constants   */ 

int SCAN_ENTER = 0x5a; int SCAN_BREAK = 0xf0; 

int breakActive = 0; 

int clockValue = 0; 

byte dataValue; 

byte scanCodes[10] = {0x45, 0x16, 0x1e, 0x26, 0x25, 0x2e, 0x36, 0x3d, 0x3e, 0x46}; 

char characters[10] = {'0', '1', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6', '7', '8', '9'}; 

int quantityCodes = 10; 
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char buffer[64] = {}; // This saves the characters (for now only numbers) 

int bufferPos = 0; 

int bufferLength = 64; 

Servo despenseServo; 

Servo riceServo1; 

Servo riceServo2; 

Servo beansServo1; 

Servo beansServo2; 

Servo noodleServo; 

Servo conveyorServo; 

 

LiquidCrystal_I2C lcd(0x27, 16, 2); // set the LCD address to 0x27 for a 16 chars and 2 line 

display 

 

/*    Setup    */ 

void setup() { 

  lcd.init(); // initialize the lcd 

  // Print a message to the LCD. 

  lcd.backlight(); 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 0); 

  lcd.print("- COOKING  BOT -"); 

  for (int i = 0; i <= 15; i++) { 

    lcd.setCursor(i, 1); 

    lcd.print("."); 

    delay(100); 
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  } 

  pinMode(dataPin, INPUT); 

  pinMode(clockPin, INPUT); 

  pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(coockerRelayPin, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(coockerRelayPin, LOW); 

  pinMode(waterInletPin, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(waterOutletPin, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(waterInletPin, LOW); 

  digitalWrite(waterOutletPin, LOW); 

  pinMode(vibrationMotorPin, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(vibrationMotorPin, LOW); 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

  despenseServo.attach(despenseServoPin); 

  riceServo1.attach(riceServoPin1); 

  riceServo1.write(riceDispenseAngle1Close); delay(500); 

  riceServo2.attach(riceServoPin2); 

  riceServo2.write(riceDispenseAngle2Close); delay(500); 

  beansServo1.attach(beansServoPin1); 

  beansServo1.write(beanDispenseAngle1Close); delay(500); 

  beansServo2.attach(beansServoPin2); 

  beansServo2.write(beanDispenseAngle2Close); delay(500); 

  noodleServo.attach(noodleServoPin); 

  noodleServo.write(noodleDispenseAngleClose); delay(500); 

  conveyorServo.attach(conveyorServoPin); 
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// for(;;){ 

//  int a= analogRead(A0); 

  //   a=min(180, map(a,0,1000,0,180)); 

//   beansServo2.write(a); 

  // Serial.println(a); 

   //delay(1000); 

   //} 

//  while(1){ 

//     beansServo2.write(0); delay(3000); 

//      beansServo2.write(120); delay(3000); 

//  } 

} 

/*    loop    */ 

void loop() { 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

  lcd.print(" Happy to Serve "); 

  while (Serial.available() <= 0); //wait for blutooth command 

  String command = Serial.readString(); 

  Serial.println(command); 

  if (command.substring(0, 3) == "$CB") { //valid command 

    if (command[3] == 'L') { //command to load materials 

      lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

      lcd.print("Ready to Load   "); 

      ReadBarCodeandMoveServo(); 

    } else if (command[3] == 'C') { 
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      Serial.println("\nCooking Command"); 

      char temp = command[4]; 

      int i = 4; 

      bool valid_cmd = 0; 

      while (command[i] != '#') { 

        temp = command[i]; 

        i++; 

        if (temp == 'N') { //noodles 

          PutNoodlestoPot(); 

          PourWater(); 

          valid_cmd = 1; 

          //          break; 

        } else if (temp == 'R') { //rice 

          PutRicetoPot(); 

          PourWater(); 

          valid_cmd = 1; 

          //          break; 

        } else if (temp == 'B') { //noodles 

          PutBeanstoPot(); 

          PourWater(); 

          valid_cmd = 1; 

          //          break; 

        } else {//noodles 

          LCDprint(0, 1, "Invalid Item    ", 1000); 

        } 
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      } 

      if (valid_cmd = 1) { 

        valid_cmd = 0; 

        StartCooking(); 

        delay(20 * 60 * 1000UL); 

        //        WaitMinutes(1); 

        StopCooking(); 

        delay(10000); 

        //        RemoveWater(); 

        WaitTillFoodisTaken(); 

        CleanPot(); 

      } 

    } 

  } else { 

    LCDprint(0, 1, "Invalid Command", 1000); 

  } 

} 

void vibrate() { 

  digitalWrite(vibrationMotorPin, HIGH); 

} 

void stopVibrate() { 

  digitalWrite(vibrationMotorPin, LOW); 

} 

void PutNoodlestoPot() { 

  vibrate(); 
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  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

  lcd.print("Preparing Noodle"); 

  noodleServo.write(noodleDispenseAngleOpen); 

  delay(2000); 

  noodleServo.write(noodleDispenseAngleClose); 

  delay(5000); 

  stopVibrate(); 

} 

void PutRicetoPot() { 

  vibrate(); 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

  lcd.print("preparing Beans  "); 

  riceServo1.write(riceDispenseAngle1Open); 

  delay(15000); 

  riceServo1.write(riceDispenseAngle1Close); 

  delay(1000); 

  riceServo2.write(riceDispenseAngle2Open); 

  delay(15000); 

  riceServo2.write(riceDispenseAngle2Close); 

  delay(60000); 

  stopVibrate(); 

} 

void PutBeanstoPot() { 

  vibrate(); 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 
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  lcd.print("preparing Rice "); 

  beansServo1.write(beanDispenseAngle1Open); 

  delay(15000); 

  beansServo1.write(beanDispenseAngle1Close); 

  delay(1000); 

  beansServo2.write(beanDispenseAngle2Open); 

  delay(15000); 

  beansServo2.write(beanDispenseAngle2Close); 

  delay(60000); 

  stopVibrate(); 

} 

void PourWater() { 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

  lcd.print("Pouring water   "); 

  digitalWrite(waterInletPin, HIGH); 

  delay(60000); 

  digitalWrite(waterInletPin, LOW); 

} 

void StartCooking() { 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

  lcd.print("Started Cooking "); 

  digitalWrite(coockerRelayPin, HIGH); 

} 

void WaitMinutes(int minutes) { 

  for (int count2 = 0; count2 <= 60000; count2++) { 
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    delay(minutes); 

  } 

} 

void StopCooking() { 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

  lcd.print("Stoped Cooking  "); 

  digitalWrite(coockerRelayPin, LOW); 

} 

void RemoveWater() { 

  digitalWrite(waterOutletPin, HIGH); 

  delay(65000); 

  digitalWrite(waterOutletPin, LOW); 

} 

void WaitTillFoodisTaken() { 

} 

void CleanPot() { 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

  lcd.print("Cleaning Pot    "); 

  RemoveWater(); 

  PourWater(); 

  RemoveWater(); 

} 

void LCDprint(int col, int row, String s, int delays) { 

  lcd.setCursor(col, row); 

  lcd.print(s); 
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  delay(delays); 

  lcd.setCursor(col, row); 

  lcd.print(" Happy to Serve "); 

} 

void ReadBarCodeandMoveServo() { 

  //Read barcode 

  while (1) { 

    dataValue = dataRead(); 

    // If there is a break code, skip the next byte 

    if (dataValue == SCAN_BREAK) { 

      breakActive = 1; 

    } 

    // Translate the scan codes to numbers, If there is a match, store it to the buffer 

    for (int i = 0; i < quantityCodes; i++) { 

      byte temp = scanCodes[i]; 

      if (temp == dataValue) { 

        if (!breakActive == 1) { 

          buffer[bufferPos] = characters[i]; 

          bufferPos++; 

        } 

      } 

    } 

    //Serial.print('*'); // Output an asterix for every byte 

    // Print the buffer if SCAN_ENTER is pressed. 

    if (dataValue == SCAN_ENTER) { 
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      //        Serial.println(" [Enter]"); 

      bufferPos = 0; 

 

      //111=> noodles. 222=>rice 333=> beans 

      if ((buffer[0] == '1') && (buffer[1] == '1') && (buffer[2] == '1')) { 

        lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

        lcd.print("Loading Noodles "); 

        Serial.println("Noodles"); 

        if (despenseServo.read() <= angle_noodle) { 

          for (int i = despenseServo.read(); i <= angle_noodle; i = i + 5) { 

            despenseServo.write(i); 

            delay(100); 

          } 

        } else { 

          for (int i = despenseServo.read(); i >= angle_noodle; i = i - 5) { 

            despenseServo.write(i); 

            delay(100); 

          } 

        } 

        conveyorServo.write(conveyorSpeed); 

        delay(10000); 

        conveyorServo.write(90); 

        lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

        lcd.print("Noodles Loaded  "); 

        delay(1000); 
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        break; 

      } else if ((buffer[0] == '2') && (buffer[1] == '2') && (buffer[2] == '2')) { 

        lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

        lcd.print("Loading Beans    "); 

        Serial.println("Beans"); 

        //despenseServo.write(angle_rice); 

        if (despenseServo.read() <= angle_rice) { 

          for (int i = despenseServo.read(); i <= angle_rice; i = i + 5) { 

            despenseServo.write(i); 

            delay(100); 

          } 

        } else { 

          for (int i = despenseServo.read(); i >= angle_rice; i = i - 5) { 

            despenseServo.write(i); 

            delay(100); 

          } 

        } 

        conveyorServo.write(conveyorSpeed); 

        delay(10000); 

        conveyorServo.write(90); 

        lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

        lcd.print("Beans Loaded     "); 

        delay(1000); 

        break; 

      } else if ((buffer[0] == '3') && (buffer[1] == '3') && (buffer[2] == '3')) { 
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        lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

        lcd.print("Loading Rice   "); 

        Serial.println("Rice"); 

        //despenseServo.write(angle_beans); 

        if (despenseServo.read() <= angle_beans) { 

          for (int i = despenseServo.read(); i <= angle_beans; i = i + 5) { 

            despenseServo.write(i); 

            delay(100); 

          } 

        } else { 

          for (int i = despenseServo.read(); i >= angle_beans; i = i - 5) { 

            despenseServo.write(i); 

            delay(100); 

          } 

        } 

        conveyorServo.write(conveyorSpeed); 

        delay(10000); 

        conveyorServo.write(90); 

        lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

        lcd.print("Rice Loaded    "); 

        delay(1000); 

        break; 

      } else { 

        lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

        lcd.print("Plz Try Again   "); 
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        Serial.println("\nWrong Command"); 

        delay(1000); 

      } 

      Serial.print("\nCommand: "); 

      // Read the buffer 

      int i = 0; 

      if (buffer[i] != 0) { 

        while (buffer[i] != 0) { 

          Serial.print( buffer[i] ); 

          buffer[i] = 0; 

          i++; 

        } 

      } 

    } 

    // Reset the SCAN_BREAK state if the byte was a normal one 

    if (dataValue != SCAN_BREAK) { 

      breakActive = 0; 

    } 

    dataValue = 0; 

  } 

} 

int dataRead() { 

  byte val = 0; 

  // Skip start state and start bit 

  while (digitalRead(clockPin));  // Wait for LOW. 
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  // clock is high when idle 

  while (!digitalRead(clockPin)); // Wait for HIGH. 

  while (digitalRead(clockPin));  // Wait for LOW. 

  for (int offset = 0; offset < 8; offset++) { 

    while (digitalRead(clockPin));         // Wait for LOW 

    val |= digitalRead(dataPin) << offset; // Add to byte 

    while (!digitalRead(clockPin));        // Wait for HIGH 

  } 

  // Skipping parity and stop bits down here. 

  while (digitalRead(clockPin));           // Wait for LOW. 

  while (!digitalRead(clockPin));          // Wait for HIGH. 

  while (digitalRead(clockPin));           // Wait for LOW. 

  while (!digitalRead(clockPin));          // Wait for HIGH. 

  return val; 

} 


